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Abstract
Gel-combustion by a bio-fuel, processed starch of the root tuber of cassava (Manihot
esculenta), was used to prepare vanadium pentoxide nanowire clusters (V2O5NWC). The assynthesized product was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) UV-Visible spectroscopy and Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy.
The electrochemical performance of V2O5NWC has been evaluated by cyclic voltammetry
(CV), galvanostatic cycling (GC) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The
V2O5NWC had a discharge capacity of 188 mAhg-1with better capacity retention of 90% at
the end of the 50th cycle, which corresponds to a coulombic efficiency of around 99%. The
rate performance of the compound is also carried out and it has shown excellent performance.
EIS was used to study the kinetic properties of Li+ ions for V2O5NWC and the fitted
resistance and capacitance values are discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction
Nanocrystalline transition metal oxides (TMOs) have been the topic of research for
decades due to their technological applications like lithium-ion batteries, photocatalytic
degradation, etc. and fundamental aspects like surface-to-volume ratio, increased chemical
reactivity, special optical properties and exceptional electronic properties [1]. TMOs find
application in various fields like catalysis [2], electrochromism [3], energetics [4] and energy
storage [5]. To mitigate the energy crisis, various advanced techniques like photovoltaic cells,
energy from nuclear reactors and wind have been identified as alternate power sources. For
storage of the energy thus generated, lithium ion batteries are, indeed, becoming attractive,
especially, for electric vehicles/hybrid vehicles and power grid due to their remarkable
energy and power density [6]. Since 1991, these lithium ion batteries have come a long way
and have become an important energy storage technique. Oxides of Ni, Fe, Co, Ti, Mn, Cu,
Cr, [7], Mo [8] and V [9] have been used as electrode materials for lithium ion batteries so
far. Amongst these oxides of vanadium [10-12], especiallyV2O5, has been used as cathode
material in secondary batteries because of its high theoretical capacity (440 mAhg-1), easy
synthesis and low cost [13]. However, poor electronic conductivity and low diffusion
coefficient of this material pose difficulties in their practical application. Nevertheless, these
issues can be redressed by using nanostructured vanadia to reduce the diffusion distance and
composites of the metal oxide with conductive materials for better electron conductivity [14].
Moreover, V2O5 has a typical layered structure and crystalline lattice allowing reversible
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intercalation of mobile guest species (3 Li+) into its appropriately- sized empty sites and
thereby, conserving the structural integrity [15, 16].
In literature, various efforts on improvement in the morphology of vanadium
pentoxide, that determine the efficiency of the cathode material, have been recorded [17-19].
Ng et al. [18] had used 1-D V2O5 with improved crystalline structures by varying the
annealing temperature where the voltage range was 1.5-4V with a current density of 50 mAg1

for better battery performance (200 mAhg-1 after 20 cycles; initial discharge capacity >300

mAhg-1). Zhu et al. had synthesized hollow microspheres of V2O5 byself-assembly method
which had an initial capacity of 319 mAhg-1and 160 mAhg-1 after 45 cycles. [19]. Though
many techniques like hydrothermal [20], solvo-thermal [21], precipitation [22], sol-gel [23]
polymer precursor method [24], chemical vapour deposition [25], Rf-Magnetron sputtering
[26] and anodisation in commercial fish-water electrolyte [27] are used for the synthesis of
vanadium pentoxide nanostructures, combustion method has been adopted in this present
work to synthesise vanadium pentoxide nanowire clusters (V2O5NWC) due the advantages of
the method: simple, cost-effective equipments and raw materials, homogeneous and
crystalline product in few minutes [28]. Combustion synthesis involves evaporation of the
metal salt solution (precursor) and an organic complexing agent, called fuel or oxidizer
(cassava starch, in the present work) which forms an oxidizer-precursor gel. The gel on
ignition gives the product with the removal of organic matter [29]. Combustion synthesis has
been employed for the synthesis of SnO2 nanowires [30], SiC nanowires [31], NiO
nanoparticles [32], ZnCo2O4 [33] and InVO4 [34]. Bio-fuels like commercial starch [35],
corn starch [36], a combination of triethanolamine and starch [37] have been used to
synthesise various nanoparticulates. The use of different types of fuels like urea [38], ethyl
nitrate, ammonium nitrate and citric acid [39] have been recorded by different research
groups for the synthesis of V2O5 nanoparticles by combustion method. Inspired by these
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reports [38, 39], cassava starch derived from tapioca pearls (Manihot esculenta) has been
used as a fuel in this work. Any fuel, that is efficient, should be rich in carbohydrates to
support combustion. Cassava was chosen over the other starchy materials like potato and corn
due to its higher starch content [40]. Furthermore, cassava pearls are natural, cheap, readily
available in the market and abundant. Gel/solution combustion syntheses usually yield
nanopowders or particulates [A. Jagadeesh, T.M. Rattan, M. Muralikrishna, K.
Venkataramaniah, 'Instant one step

synthesis of crystalline nanoV2O5 by solution

combustion method showing enhanced negative temperature coefficient of resistance',
Materials Letters 121, 2014, 133–136.
Z.Cao, M. Qin, B. Jia, Y. Gu, P. Chen, A. A. Volinsky, X. Qu, ‘One Pot Solution
Combustion Synthesis of Highly Mesoporous Hematite for Photocatalysis’, Ceramics
International 41, 2015, 2806-2812.]
and this is the first time a different morphology, nanowire clusters have been reported and to
the best of our knowledge, it also the first one to report the synthesis of V2O5NWC by
combustion method using cassava starch. The other noteworthy features of the method of
synthesis are the simple and time-saving process, higher yield, use of naturally occurring fuel
which doubles up as a template for the growth of nanowires.
2. Experimental Procedure
2.1. Preparation of V2O5NWC
The cassava starch has been prepared as described in our previous work [43].
Ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3) (Merck) and cassava starch in the weight ratio of 1:0.5
(Also prepared 1:1 and 1:0.25 weight ratio of precursor to fuel, which resulted in a poor yield
(blackish-grey) and was, hence, not studied further) were mixed well with 30 mL distilled
water and heated on a hot plate at 200 C till the mixture formed a semi-solid gel. This gel
was introduced into a pre-heated muffle furnace at around 475 C when smouldering type of
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reaction occurred within 5 min along with the evolution of gases like water vapour, nitrogen
and carbon dioxide, etc. A yellow V2O5 was formed which was further calcined at 500C for
5 hours to remove the impurities that could have remained un-burnt.

2.2. Characterization
The structure of the synthesized V2O5 NWC was determined using Philips X'pert
PRO X-ray diffractometer with graphite monochromatizedCu-Kα (1541 Å) radiation.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JEOL-JSM-6490 LV)(carried out by coating a thin
layer of gold to avoid charging of the samples) and Transmission electron microscope (JEOL
TEM 1200) operating at 120kV (samples were dispersed in alcohol, a drop of the sample was
coated on carbon coated Cu grid) were used to study the morphology of the compound. FTIR
spectrum was recorded by PerkinElmer FRONTIER FTIR spectrometer.The UV- Visible
spectra were recorded by PerkinElmer lambda 750 spectrometer.Photoluminescence (PL)
measurement was done using Shimadzu spectrofluorimeter (model RF 5301 PC) at 500 nm
excitation.
2.3. Fabrication of batteries and coin cells for Lithium battery studies
The electrodes fabrication was carried out by mixing V2 O5NWC, polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF), binder (Kynar 2801) and carbon black (NSACO, MMM Super P) a
commercially available conductive carbon in 70:15:15 wt.%, respectively in Nmethylpyrrolidinone (NMP) (Aldrich, 99% pure) solvent and stirred overnight. This electrode
slurry was coated on Al foil by Doctor Blade technique and dried in a vacuum oven at 80° C,
overnight. Then foil was cut into circular shape of 16 mm in diameter. The geometrical
electrode area was around 2 cm2 and mass of active material was 2–4 mg. The coin cells
(CR2016) were assembled in Argon filled glove box (MBraun, Germany) using the
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fabricated electrode as cathode, Li metal (Hohsen Corp., Japan, 99% pure) as
counter/reference electrode and 1M LiPF6 (lithium hexafluorophosphate) in ethylene
carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (1:1 by volume, Merck, Selectipur LP40) as
electrolyte. Galvanostatic cycling (GC) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) were performed on the
fabricated batteries by using Bitrode battery tester (model SCN, Bitrode, USA) and MacPile
II (Biologic, France), respectively. The cycling test were carried out in the voltage range of
2.0-4.0 V vs. Li, at the current density of 60 mA g-1 and CV was carried at the potential
window of 2.0-4.0 V at a scan rate of 58 μV s-1. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopic
(EIS) measurement of the coin cell was done with a Solartron impedance/gain-phase analyser
(model SI 1255) coupled with a potentiostat (SI 1268) at room temperature in the frequency
range, 180000 - 0.003 Hz with an AC signal amplitude of 10 mV. The impedance data were
analysed using Z-view software (version 2.2, Scribner Assoc., Inc. U.S.A.).
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Effect of Fuel and Mechanism of Nanowire clusters formation
Cassava starch plays three roles in the synthesis; 1) fuel, 2) seeding nuclei and 3) biotemplate. When cassava starch is heated above its gelatinization temperature (65 ᵒC) [41], the
hydrogen bonds present in the carbohydrates break and the liberated hydroxyl groups are
attached to water molecules resulting in the swelling of the granules and these starch granules
act as nuclei for the growth of nanoparticles. Once the nanoparticles attain certain size the
starch strands act as template for the growth of V2O5 nanowire clusters [42] and on further
heating acts as a fuel supporting combustion at higher temperatures.
Ammonium metavanadate on heating gives V2O5 according to the equation (1)[M.
Taniguchi, T. R. Ingraham, Canadian Journal of Chemistry 42, 1964, 2467-2473.]
𝑵𝑯𝟒 𝑽𝑶𝟑 → 𝑽𝟐 𝑶𝟓 + 𝟐𝑵𝑯𝟑 + 𝑯𝟐 𝑶 (1)
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V2O5 nanoparticles formed are well dispersed in cassava starch gel. When this is further
heated small nanoparticles disappear to give rise to larger ones by Oswald ripening process.
With increase in temperature the larger nanoparticles grow on the starch template into wire
like structures. This growth continues till all the nanoparticles are consumed and only
nanowires are left. [M.R. Johan, N. A. K. Aznan, S. T. Yee, I. H. Ho, S. W. Ooi, N. D.
Singho, F. Aplop, ‘Synthesis and Growth Mechanism of Silver Nanowires through Different
Mediated Agents (CuCl2 and NaCl) Polyol Process’,Journal of NanoMaterials 2014, DOI
10.1155/2014/105454.] The formation and growth of nanowires can be attributed to surface
energy driven recrystallization process and surface migration (diffusion) of nanoparticles.
These are the common phenomena that occur during growth of elongated nanomaterials from
powders. The transformation of nanowires to nanowire clusters might have occurred the
during the calcination process. The merging of nanowires involves active surface migration
and subsequent annihilation of grain boundaries and coalescence behaviour between the
crystals of adjacent nanowires. [A. M. Glushenkov, V. I. Stukachev, M. F. Hassan, G. G.
Kuvshinov, H. K. Liu, Y. Chen, ‘A Novel Approach for Real Mass Transformation from
V2O5 Particles to Nanorods’, Crystal Growth and Design 8, 2008, 3661-3665.
Q. Song, H. Pang, W. Gong, G. Ning, S. Gao, X. Dong, C. Liu, J. Tian, Y. Lin, ‘Fabrication
of Nanostructured V2O5 via Urea Combustion for High Performance Li-ion Battery Cathode’,
RSC Adv. 5, 2015, 4256-4260.] The Schematic representation of the nanowire cluster
formation is given in Fig.1
3.1. Structure and Morphology
Fig.2 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of V2O5NWC, which can be indexed to pure
phase of orthorhombic V2O5 (Shcherbinaite), and the results are confirmed by JCPDS pattern
(JCPDS No. 41-1426, with lattice parameters a= 11.516, b= 3.565, c = 4.372 Å with the
space group -pmmn 59) as well as the reported literature [44, 45]. The pattern also reveals the
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absence of other impurities of VxOy phases or initial carbon residue and high purity of the
sample.
The morphology of the V2O5NWC prepared by gel-combustion method using cassava
starch, as a fuel, has been evaluated by scanning electron microscope and transmission
electron microscope, shown in Fig. 3 (a, b). The SEM image of V2O5 compound exhibits
nanowire- clusters which are closely arranged. This preparation method resulted in different
morphology of the material than those prepared by various other methods such as thermal
decomposition [14], polymer precursor [24] and hydrothermal [46]. Thus may be attributed to
the influence of cassava starch and the effect of preparation method. For better understanding
of the morphology, TEM analysis has been done, which is shown in Fig. 3(b). The nanowires
are in the range of 40-60 nm in diameter and found to occur as clusters.
The FT-IR spectrum of V2O5 NWC is given in Fig. 4. The vibrations between 500 to
1050 cm-1 can be attributed to V-O group. The band at 1007 cm-1 correspond to stretching
vibrations of terminal oxygen bonds (V=O) [16] and 807 and 576 cm-1 bands ascribed to
asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of triply coordinated oxygen bonds in
vanadia, respectively [47].
The UV- Visible reflectance spectrum of V2O5NWC is presented in Fig. 5 (a).
Presence of a broad peak at 410- 460 nm is due to the charge transfer transitions of V5+
species (V=O) [48]
Tauc's plot of V2O5 NWC is depicted in Fig. 5 (b) - (e). The optical absorption edge is
determined by Tauc's equation [49],
𝛼ℎ𝜈 = 𝐴(ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝑔 )𝑛

(1)

Where, A is a constant, hν is photon energy, Eg is the energy gap, n = ½ for allowed direct
transition, n = 2 for allowed indirect transition, n = 2/3 for forbidden direct transition and n =
1/3 for forbidden indirect transition [50]. The fundamental optical absorption edge in
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vanadium pentoxide is quite complicated. V2O5 NWC exhibits all four probable transitions,
namely, direct allowed with a band gap, 2.15 eV, indirect allowed transition with a band gap,
2.34 eV, direct forbidden transition with a band gap, 2.30 eV and indirect forbidden transition
with a band gap, 2.38 eV. Though researchers have reported direct allowed transition with a
band gap 2.2 eV [51], indirect forbidden transition with a band gap 2.32 [50], which lie close
to the values reported in this article, the indirect band gap values deviate from them [52]. The
reason for this anomalous behaviour, to the best of the literature review done, is still
ambiguous.
The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of V2O5 NWC is shown in Fig. 6. The PL
spectrum displayed a broad emission spectrum in the visible region centred at 590 nm
depicting oxygen defects [53] and this could be attributes to the VO double bonds.
3.2 Electrochemical studies
Fig. 7 illustrates the cyclic voltammogram of V2O5NWC cycled in the voltage range
of 2.0-4.0V vs. Li/Li+ at a scan rate of 58 μVs-1. The cathodic and anodic peaks correspond to
lithium-ion insertion and extraction process, respectively. There are three pairs of
cathodic/anodic peaks in the range of 3.0-4.0 V and a pair of cathodic/anodic peak in the
range 2.0-3.0 V. Apart from that few minor peaks were observed for V2O5NWC [24, 46]. The
cathodic peaks in the 3.0-4.0V region indicate multi-step lithium ion insertion processes of
the active material corresponding to phase changes from α-V2O5to ε-Li0.5V2O5(~ 3.3 V) to δLiV2O5(~ 3.2 V) as given in the equation 1and 2.
V2O5 + 0.5Li+ + 0.5eLi0.5V2O5 + 0.5Li+ + 0.5e-

Li0.5V2O5
LiV2O5

(1)
(2)

The cathodic peak in the 2.0-3.0 V region is attributed to the intercalation of the second
lithium ion, which corresponds to the phase transformation to γ-Li2V2O5 (~ 2.2 V) from δLiV2O5 as represented in equation 3 [24].
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LiV2O5 + 1Li+ + 1e-

Li2V2O5

(3)

During the anodic scan the reverse reactions take place along with the phase reversions. From
the second to the sixth scan, the peak area and the intensity of the peaks are reduced which is
due to minor fading of the compound.
The charge-discharge vs. voltage profile of V2O5 NWC is shown in Fig. 8 with a few selected
cycles of 1, 5, 10, 20 and 30, cycled in the range of 2.0-4.0 V, at the current density of 60 mA
g-1. The plateau around at 3.5, 3.4, 3.1 and 2.4 V in the discharge curve correspond to lithium
ion intercalation i.e., the phase transition from α-V2O5 to ε-Li0.5V2O5, δ-LiV2O5 and γLi2V2O5, while the plateau in the charge curve correspond to de-intercalation of lithium ion
and a reverse phase transition from γ-Li2V2O5, δ-LiV2O5, ε-Li0.5V2O5 and α-V2O5[14, 53].
These results are in good agreement with the CV scan. Moreover, these phase transitions are
reversible even in subsequent cycles indicating the good reversibility of the compound,
without the formation of rock-salt phase of ω-Li3V2O5[14, 54]. The V2O5NWC exhibited an
initial discharge and charge capacity of 209 and 206 mAhg-1with the corresponding
coulombic efficiency of 96 % and the obtained discharge capacity at 30th cycle is 198 mAhg1

.The discharge capacity fading was found be negligible (with less fading rate 0.1 % of per

cycle) from the beginning to 50th cycle. The capacity retention at 30th cycle is 95 % with
respect to the first cycle capacity. V2O5NWC, synthesized by gel-combustion using cassava
starch, is found to have high capacity with negligible capacity fading compared to other
reports [44, 46, 47].
Cycle number vs. specific capacity and the corresponding coulombic efficiency of the
V2O5NWC is shown in Fig. 9(a, b) and cycled with the current density of 60 mA g-1.The
discharge capacity of the compound found to be decreasing with the increasing cycle number.
However, we obtained a good capacity of 188 mAh g-1 with the better stability retention of
around 90 % at the end of the 50th cycles for V2O5NWC synthesized by gel-combustion using
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cassava starch. Chen et al., have reported V2O5 precursor exhibited discharge capacity of
120mAh g-1 in the initial cycle and 80 mAhg-1 at 30th cycle, in the potential range, 1.8 to
3.5 V with the current density, 29.5 mAg-1[46] and Tang et al. have reported sphere-like
V2O5 nanoparticles cycled at 50 mAg-1 with the voltage window of 2.0 - 4.0 V, had a
discharge capacity of 106 mAhg-1 at 50th cycle and an initial capacity of 262 mAhg-1 also, the
V2O5nanoflowers exhibited, 87% capacity retention after 50th cycle (discharge capacity at
50th cycle, 239 mAhg-1)[9]. Compared to the above literature, our V2O5 NWC behaves as a
superior material on capacity and cycling stability performance. Moreover, the corresponding
coulombic efficiency of 99 % was maintained during cycling which is shown in Fig. 9 (b).
A good C-rate performance is highly desirable in developing high power and fast charging
lithium-ion batteries. The cycling response of V2O5NWC at different C rates is shown in Fig.
10. When the C rates of the compound increases, thereversible capacity of the compound
decreased. For example, the discharge capacities of V2O5 NWC at 35 (0.1C), 44 (0.15C), 88
(0.3C), 176 (0.6 C) 440 (1.5C) mAg-1 are 222, 169, 71, 32 and 17 mAhg-1, respectively
(1C=294 mAg-1 for 2 lithium ion). Even after deep cycling at 440 mA g-1, the NWC had 218
mAhg-1when the current is again reduced to 35 mAg-1.
To further investigate the kinetic properties of Li insertion and de-insertion of V2O5 NWC,
the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was carried out for fresh cell (open circuit
voltage (OCV)), first charge (2.3, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 V) and discharge (2.5, 2.3 and 2.0 V)
at various voltages and after 50th cycle, at a current density of 60 mA g-1. Before
measurement, the cell was kept at rest for 1 hour. Fig. 11 (a) shows the equivalent circuit,
which is used to fit the impedance spectra of V2O5 NWC. The used equivalent circuit consists
of resistance (electrolyte, surface film (sf), charge transfer (ct) and bulk resistance (b)), a
constant phase element (CPEi) (sf, double layer (dI) and b which is used instead of pure
capacitor due to the composite nature of the electrode), Warburg impedance (Ws) and
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intercalation capacitance (Ci) [55-57]. The fitted individual impedance parameters are listed
in Table 1.The fitted results were plotted as a Nyquist plot (real vs imaginary), shown in Fig.
12(a, b). In all the plots, the dotted line represents the experimental data and the straight line
corresponds to fitted data. Fig. 11 (b) shows Nyquist plot of V2O5 NWC for fresh cell and
after 50th cycle. The plots show only one semicircle in the high-mid frequency and straight
line in the low frequency region. The electrolyte resistance (Re) is found to be 6 (±2) Ω. The
charge transfer resistance (Rsf+ct) for fresh cell and after 50th cycle are found to be 115 and 88
(±5) Ω, respectively. It is noted that, the kinetic energies of Li+ are reduced after 50th cycles,
indication of capacity fading, which is in good agreement with the cycling data. Fig. 12 (a, b)
shows Nyquist plots of V2O5 NWC at various potentials for the first charge and discharge
cycle. All plots in Fig. 12 (a, b) show, a single semi-circle in the high-mid frequency region,
which is a combination of surface film and charge transfer resistance (R(sf+ct)) and the
corresponding CPE(sf+dl), where dl refers to double layer capacitance arises due to
electrode/electrolyte interface. The electrolyte resistance was found to be almost same in all
the plots, equals 5-7 (±2) Ω. During discharging from 2.5-2.0 V, the resistance of the
compounds started reducing, while charging from 2.5 to 4.0 V, the resistance reduced from
92-51 (±5) Ω. The similar trend of the impedance for the first cycle different charge and
discharge voltages was noted in the literature.

Conclusion
V2O5 nanowire clusters prepared by gel-combustion technique using cassava starch (Manihot
esculenta) were investigated as possible cathode material for lithium ion batteries. The
orthorhombic structure is confirmed from diffraction pattern for V2O5 compound, with the
face group of pmmn (59). The scanning and transmission Electron Microscopic images
revealed the V2O5 compound is in the form of nanowires and is closely packed like clusters
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with the range of 100 nm. The V2O5 nanowire clusters exhibits a reversible capacity of 188
mAhg-1, with the capacity retention of 90 % after 50th cycle. The increased capacity and
better stability of the compound might be due to the effect of morphology.
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